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A Tangled Web
By Judith Michael

Glamorous, divorced Sabrina and her quiet homemaker sister Stephanie never dreamed that their lighthearted game of switching places for a week would end in passion and tragedy. But Sabrina fell in love with
her sister's husband, cherishing their children as her own -- and Stephanie, in the midst of an affair with a
powerful London socialite, was killed in an explosion on his yacht. Torn by loss and remorse, but deeply a
part of her new family, Sabrina made the decision to assume her twin's role forever.
When A Tangled Web opens a year later, only one person knows Sabrina's true identity -- her husband,
Garth. Deeply in love, he has forgiven her for her deception. Then a friend swears to have seen Stephanie in
Europe. Sabrina feels the past and present collide, threatening to shatter her new happiness. Is her sister
really dead? Or is the deception even deeper, darker, and more complicated than she ever imagined?
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editorial:
From Publishers Weekly
Michael's sequel to Deceptions, in which an identical twin who has taken over her dead sister's identity
learns that her twin may still be alive, spent two weeks on PW's bestseller list.
Copyright 1995 Reed Business Information, Inc.
From Booklist
Michael further entangles the plot begun in her novel Deceptions (1982), about identical twins who decide to
switch lives. In that novel, Stephanie, a mother of two children and wife to a professor in Evanston, Illinois,
envied her sister Sabrina's glamorous life as an antique dealer in London, and begged for the change. Here,
Stephanie's reported death in a yacht sinking leaves Sabrina caught up in her role. Falling in love with and
marrying Stephanie's husband seals that fate. This new novel has a dual setting: Sabrina's contented home
life in Evanston (marred only by the children's adolescent crises and a congressional witch-hunt involving
her spouse's university) and a small town in France, where Stephanie is gradually regaining her memory and
living with her "husband" Max, a counterfeiter and smuggler. This plot is tangled, indeed. But the suspense
of how these sisters and their loved ones can possibly emerge unscathed from such a fine mess is tightly
drawn. Denise Perry Donavin
Review
Marcia Froelke Coburn Chicago Deceptions [was] the story of beautiful twin sisters who trade lives...A
Tangled Web picks up where Deceptions ended, revealing the consequences of that tradeoff....sizzling. -Review
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A Tangled Web by By Judith Michael Reader Review Online
Glamorous, divorced Sabrina and her quiet homemaker sister Stephanie never dreamed that their lighthearted game of switching places for a week would end in passion and tragedy. But Sabrina fell in love with
her sister's husband, cherishing their children as her own -- and Stephanie, in the midst of an affair with a
powerful London socialite, was killed in an explosion on his yacht. Torn by loss and remorse, but deeply a
part of her new family, Sabrina made the decision to assume her twin's role forever.
When A Tangled Web opens a year later, only one person knows Sabrina's true identity -- her husband,
Garth. Deeply in love, he has forgiven her for her deception. Then a friend swears to have seen Stephanie in
Europe. Sabrina feels the past and present collide, threatening to shatter her new happiness. Is her sister
really dead? Or is the deception even deeper, darker, and more complicated than she ever imagined?
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